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Using the Pioneer BDR-206MBK BD writer drives, Vinpower Digital is
able to offer duplication for the BDXL media in up to 15 drives at
once.
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Los Angeles, CA (Vocus/PRWEB) March 22, 2011
AdChoices

Vinpower Digital announced today the availability of their latest Blu-ray
Disc duplicator lines with the ability to copy the amazingly large
capacity BDXL media, which offers capacities up to 128GB per disc.
Using the Pioneer’s BDR-206MBK Blu-ray Disc writer drive(s) combined with the exceptional performance of
the Vinpower manufactured line of manual tower and autoloader duplicator series, provides reliable high
quality copies of Blu-ray master disc(s) for projects requiring higher capacity than the standard 25GB BD-R
or even 50GB BD-R DL.
“Blu-ray as a format has already opened the doors to greater storage capability for all aspects of digital
storage, yet innovations in fields such as 3-D video content and archival storage have created a need for
even higher capacity," explains Vinpower Digital C.E.O., Calvin Chang. "So, the introduction of the BDXL
media opens the door to greater creativity and development across all content creation, especially in the field
of filmmaking. That’s why it was critical that Vinpower offer duplication equipment with the Pioneer
BDR-206MBK drive, which is capable of reliably copying this new higher capacity media format.”
Using the Vinpower Digital Blu-ray duplicator with BDXL media, will allow the user to store up to 128GB of
information on a single write once disc, which can be stored and protected from the elements or human error
for many years. This is especially useful in the medical, financial, judicial, law enforcement, and legal fields,
as well as any other field where important content needs to be kept safely on file for an extended period.
“The new BDR-206MBK represents Pioneer’s continuing effort to be the first to develop and market next
generation technology within the optical disc drive field. We’re very pleased that Vinpower Digital has
followed suit in adopting this new drive as an essential element of their new product line,” said Andy
Parsons, Senior Vice President of New Product Development at Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.
Vinpower Digital’s lines of standalone Blu-ray Disc duplication towers are available in multiple drive
configurations, from one up to an astounding 15 Blu-ray disc writer drives in a single duplicator. In addition,
Vinpower’s line of autoloaders also boasts impressive drive and disc capacity for reliable unattended mass
duplication. Vinpower Digital developed the new line of BDXL capable duplicators to enable users to make
exact digital copies of their original Blu-ray, DVD, and/or CD masters. The BDXL Disc duplicators come
standard with a massive hard drive for ample storage of multiple high capacity video or data files in the
BDXL Disc format. Additionally, Vinpower offers USB (3.0/2.0), eSATA, and Ethernet/LAN connections to
enable fast reliable transfer of content from a computer onto the duplicator’s HDD or to a writer drive to
produce the master disc, which enables the duplication process.
Vinpower Digital has teamed with the Optical Quantum line of Blu-ray Disc recordable media to ensure the
highest quality Blu-ray Disc duplication. Optical Quantum offers an assortment of recordable Blu-ray Disc
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media, which has proven to be extremely reliable in high-speed duplication as well as in playback
compatibility, especially when burned in the Vinpower Digital line of duplicators.
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About Vinpower Digital
Vinpower Digital is the leading manufacturer of standalone optical disc duplication equipment. With our
corporate office in Los Angeles, California, USA, as well as production and sales offices in Taiwan and
Germany, we have the ability to deliver the most advanced and reliable standalone optical disc and flash
duplication controllers, manual towers, and robotic autoloaders anywhere in the world. As a true
manufacture, Vinpower Digital has the ability to OEM/ODM customized applications and equipment for
qualified vendors on a number of levels. Never satisfied with good enough, Vinpower Digital constantly
pushes the envelope to develop new features and enhance their existing product to stay in tune with the
customers’ needs and expectations.
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For further information on any or all of Vinpower Digital’s line of duplicators, please visit our website at
http://www.vinpowerdigital.com.
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